Driven to Discover 2024 Daily Schedule

**Thursday, August 22nd**
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Remember, pay attention, and click! Thinking skills in kids
  - Kerry Ebert
- Bone Appetite
  - Melanie Firestone & Andrea Grzybowski
- AI in Teledentistry
  - Boyen Huang
- Device-ing Your Health App
  - Annie Lin
- Sit, Share & Connect
  - Wendy Looman & Elena Geiger-Simpson
- 10,000 Families Study
  - Jen Poynter
- Attitude Check - #MNstansKickCancer!
  - Aleta Steevens & Melissa Geller
- Demystifying PCOS
  - Meredith Wise

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- Rethinking Reading: What are We Reading and Why?
  - Natalie Covington
- Within Arms Reach
  - Rachel Hawe & Stephen Guy
- AI in Teledentistry
  - Boyen Huang
- Crunchy Conundrum
  - Lynette Krampf & Craig Hedberg
- Who Likes Politics Anyway? The Rural-Urban Divide in Political Attitudes
  - Brianna Kreft & Paul Goren
- Edibles, seltzers, and weed, oh my!
  - Traci Toomey
- Medicines, Pharmacists and Pharmacies
  - Sarah Westberg

**Friday, August 23rd**
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Goldy vs Cancer
  - Masonic Cancer Center

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- Pain Under Pressure!
  - Jeff Boissoneault
- What can you earn in a business opportunity?
  - Stacie Bosley
- Unmasking COVID: To vaccines and beyond!
  - Mickey Eder & Patricia Olson
- All of Us
  - Holly Garriock
- How Do You Moove!
  - Casey Hooke & Carole Tucker
- Crunchy Conundrum
  - Lynette Krampf & Craig Hedberg
- Sit, Share & Connect
  - Wendy Looman & Elena Geiger-Simpson
- Edibles, seltzers, and weed, oh my!
  - Traci Toomey
- Swish for Science!
  - Julia Willett, Ruth Isenberg & Amanda Haeberle
- Dead or Alive? In the Eye of the Beholder
  - Ching Yuan

**Saturday, August 24th**
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Food and Families at the Fair
  - Katie Arlinghaus & Abby Johnson
- All of Us
  - Holly Garriock
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- Wild Encounters              Andrea Grzybowski, Jeff Bender & Melanie Firestone
- How Do You Moove!            Casey Hooke & Carole Tucker
- Driven by safety: Are U aware? Tran Huynh & Susan Arnold
- Kid Brain Power Study        Ka Ip
- Your Thoughts & VR           Vishal Kuvar & Caitlin Mills
- I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us! Robert McGovern
- Understanding Level of Adult Patient's Participation in Managing their Health Care Delivery Via the Electronic Health Records Rubina Rizvi

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- What can you earn in a business opportunity? Stacie Bosley
- All of Us                     Holly Garriock
- The PREC(ar)IOUS Family Study Renada Goldberg
- Driven by safety: Are U aware? Tran Huynh & Susan Arnold
- Your Thoughts & VR           Vishal Kuvar & Caitlin Mills
- 10,000 Families Study        Jen Poynter
- Edibles, seltzers, and weed, oh my! Traci Toomey
- Babies, Brains, and Developmental Gains! Anna Zilverstand

Sunday, August 25th
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Bone Appetite               Melanie Firestone & Andrea Grzybowski
- All of Us                    Holly Garriock
- Al in Teledentistry          Boyen Huang
- Crunchy Conundrum           Lynette Krampf & Craig Hedberg
- Your Thoughts & VR          Vishal Kuvar & Caitlin Mills
- To Give or Not to Give: That is the Question Cathy McCarty & Robin Michaels
- I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us! Robert McGovern
- Attitude Check - #MNsotansKickCancer! Aleta Steevens & Melissa Geller

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- Pain Under Pressure!        Jeff Boissoneault
- All of Us                    Holly Garriock
- Al in Teledentistry          Boyen Huang
- Who Likes Politics Anyway? The Rural-Urban Divide in Political Attitudes Brianna Kreft & Paul Goren
- Your Thoughts & VR          Vishal Kuvar & Caitlin Mills
- Care Aware: Understanding Opioids in Minnesota Robert Levy & Mary Lonergan-Cullum
- What can you do in 30-seconds? Lucie Turcotte & Lynn Tanner
- Demystifying PCOS           Meredith Wise

Monday, August 26th
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Help Us Help U: Your Voice in Research Joanne Billings
- Remember, pay attention, and click! Kerry Ebert
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Thinking skills in kids
- Kid Talk Study: How Do Kids Learn Language? Lizbeth Finestack
- All of Us Holly Garriock
- Cure genetic diseases: The Minnesota Neurogenetics Repository Peter Kang
- Take it to the (bio)bank Logan Spector & Ellen Demerath
- What can you do in 30-seconds? Lucie Turcotte & Lynn Tanner
- Real Families Meet Virtual Reality Lana Yarosh

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- Byte-Sized Choices: Youth, TikTok, and Sexual Health Stephanie Delkoski
- Bone Appetite Melanie Firestone & Andrea Grzybowski
- What Does Your Water Bottle Say About You? Hailey Frye & Michael Borofsky
- What foods do you keep in your home? Jayne Fulkerson
- All of Us Holly Garriock
- Understanding Level of Adult Patient's Participation in Managing their Health Care Delivery Via the Electronic Health Records Rubina Rizvi
- Attitude Check - #MNsotansKickCancer! Aleta Steevens & Melissa Geller
- What can you do in 30-seconds? Lucie Turcotte & Lynn Tanner
- Medicines, Pharmacists and Pharmacies Sarah Westberg

Tuesday, August 27th
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Food and Families at the Fair Katie Arlinghaus & Abby Johnson
- How do you engage in your health? Robin Austin, Sripriya Rajamani & Paula Marquard
- Sock it to PAD Amanda Cruze & Kristy Deike
- All of Us Holly Garriock
- AI in Teledentistry Boyen Huang
- Who Likes Politics Anyway? The Rural-Urban Divide in Political Attitudes Brianna Kreft & Paul Goren
- Care Aware: Understanding Opioids in Minnesota Robert Levy & Mary Lonergan-Cullum
- Sit, Share & Connect Wendy Looman & Elena Geiger-Simpson
- Take it to the (bio)bank Logan Spector & Ellen Demerath
- Real Families Meet Virtual Reality Lana Yarosh

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- Rethinking Reading: What are We Reading and Why? Natalie Covington
- Sock it to PAD Amanda Cruze & Kristy Deike
- What Does Your Water Bottle Say About You? Hailey Frye & Michael Borofsky
- All of Us Holly Garriock
- Wild Encounters Andrea Grzybowski, Jeff Bender & Melanie Firestone
- AI in Teledentistry Boyen Huang
- Care Aware: Understanding Opioids in Minnesota Robert Levy & Mary Lonergan-Cullum
- Attitude Check - #MNsotansKickCancer! Aleta Steevens & Melissa Geller
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Wednesday, August 28th
9:00am – 2:00pm

- Help Us Help U: Your Voice in Research Joanne Billings
- Unmasking COVID: To vaccines and beyond! Mickey Eder & Patricia Olson
- Is informed consent even informed? Caitlin Feiock
- All of Us Holly Garriock
- Within Arms Reach Rachel Hawe & Stephen Guy
- This Is What America Looks Like! Jacqueline Johnson
- Physical Therapist Traits: What Matters to You? Emily Johnson & Christine Cabelka
- Sit, Share & Connect Wendy Loman & Elena Geiger-Simpson
- Babies, Brains, and Developmental Gains! Anna Zilverstand

2:30pm – 9:00pm

- How do you engage in your health? Robin Austin, Sripriya Rajamani & Paula Marquard
- Help Us Help U: Your Voice in Research Joanne Billings
- Byte-Sized Choices: Youth, TikTok, and Sexual Health Stephanie Delkoski
- Kid Talk Study: How Do Kids Learn Language? Lizbeth Finestack
- All of Us Holly Garriock
- Peds Community Engagement Willow Lawton
- Swish for Science! Julia Willett, Ruth Isenberg & Amanda Haeberle
- Real Families Meet Virtual Reality Lana Yarosh

Thursday, August 29th
9:00am – 2:00pm

- Hear here and see your ear! Meredith Adams & Catherine Kennedy
- Sock it to PAD Amanda Cruze & Kristy Deike
- All of Us Holly Garriock
- Kid Brain Power Study Ka Ip
- Physical Therapist Traits: What Matters to You? Emily Johnson & Christine Cabelka
- 10,000 Families Study Jen Poynter
- What is Grief? Stacy Remke & Melissa Lundquist
- Understanding Level of Adult Patient's Participation in Managing their Health Care Rubina Rizvi
  Delivery Via the Electronic Health Records
- Take it to the (bio)bank Logan Spector & Ellen Demerath
- The Power of Perception Jenna Van Beck

2:30pm – 9:00pm

- Hear here and see your ear! Meredith Adams & Catherine Kennedy
- Food and Families at the Fair Katie Arlinghaus & Abby Johnson
- Pain Under Pressure! Jeff Boissonneault
- Capital Bites Michael Bronstein
- Sock it to PAD Amanda Cruze & Kristy Deike
- Bone Appetite Melanie Firestone & Andrea Grzybowski
- All of Us Holly Garriock
- Understanding Public Perceptions of Novel Biotechnologies
  Claudia Schmidt-Dannert & Alptekin Aksan
- The Power of Perception
  Jenna Van Beck

**Friday, August 30th**
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Help Us Help U: Your Voice in Research
  Joanne Billings
- Is informed consent even informed?
  Caitlin Feiock
- Kid Talk Study: How Do Kids Learn Language?
  Lizbeth Finestack
- What foods do you keep in your home?
  Jayne Fulkerson
- All of Us
  Holly Garriock
- HERO Study
  Megan Gunnar & Shanna Mliner
- Who Likes Politics Anyway? The Rural-Urban Divide in Political Attitudes
  Brianna Kreft & Paul Goren
- 10,000 Families Study
  Jen Poynter
- Medicines, Pharmacists and Pharmacies
  Sarah Westberg

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- Pain Under Pressure!
  Jeff Boissoneault
- All of Us
  Holly Garriock
- Within Arms Reach
  Rachel Hawe & Stephen Guy
- What is Grief?
  Stacy Remke & Melissa Lundquist
- Eye say yes (or no)
  Justine Scatterlli & Caitlin Mills
- Got Snot
  Beth Thielen, Caitlin Mills
- Demystifying PCOS
  Meredith Wise

**Saturday, August 31st**
9:00am – 2:00pm
- The Great MN Heart Health Check
  LaPrincess Brewer & Jeremy Van’t Hof
- Rethinking Reading: What are We Reading and Why?
  Natalie Covington
- Remember, pay attention, and click!
  Thinking skills in kids
  Kerry Ebert
- All of Us
  Holly Garriock
- Your Thoughts & VR
  Vishal Kuvar & Caitlin Mills
- Care Aware: Understanding Opioids in Minnesota
  Robert Levy & Mary Lonergan-Cullum
- To Give or Not to Give: That is the Question
  Cathy McCarty & Robin Michaels
- I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us!
  Robert McGovern
- Edibles, seltzers, and weed, oh my!
  Traci Toomey

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- The Great MN Heart Health Check
  LaPrincess Brewer & Jeremy Van’t Hof
- All of Us
  Holly Garriock
- Kid Brain Power Study
  Ka Ip
- Who Likes Politics Anyway? The Rural-Urban Divide in Political Attitudes
  Brianna Kreft & Paul Goren
- Your Thoughts & VR
  Vishal Kuvar & Caitlin Mills
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- Device-ing Your Health App  
  Annie Lin
- Sit, Share & Connect  
  Wendy Looman & Elena Geiger-Simpson
- 10,000 Families Study  
  Jen Poynter
- Babies, Brains, and Developmental Gains!  
  Anna Zilverstand

Sunday, Sept 1st
9:00am – 2:00pm
- The Great MN Heart Health Check  
  LaPrincess Brewer & Jeremy Van’t Hof
- Capital Bites  
  Michael Bronstein
- Kid Talk Study: How Do Kids Learn Language?  
  Lizbeth Finestack
- All of Us  
  Holly Garriock
- HERO Study  
  Megan Gunnar & Shanna Mliner
- Kid Brain Power Study  
  Ka Ip
- To Give or Not to Give: That is the Question  
  Cathy McCarty & Robin Michaels
- I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us!  
  Robert McGovern
- Demystifying PCOS  
  Meredith Wise

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- Food and Families at the Fair  
  Katie Arlinghaus & Abby Johnson
- Pain Under Pressure!  
  Jeff Boissonneault
- The Great MN Heart Health Check  
  LaPrincess Brewer & Jeremy Van’t Hof
- All of Us  
  Holly Garriock
- To Give or Not to Give: That is the Question  
  Cathy McCarty & Robin Michaels
- 10,000 Families Study  
  Jen Poynter
- Understanding Level of Adult Patient's Participation in Managing their Health Care Delivery Via the Electronic Health Records  
  Rubina Rizvi
- Babies, Brains, and Developmental Gains!  
  Anna Zilverstand

Monday, Sept 2nd
9:00am – 2:00pm
- Rethinking Reading: What are We Reading and Why?  
  Natalie Covington
- Remember, pay attention, and click!  
  Kerry Ebert
- Thinking skills in kids
- Kid Talk Study: How Do Kids Learn Language?  
  Lizbeth Finestack
- All of Us  
  Holly Garriock
- Within Arms Reach  
  Rachel Hawe & Stephen Guy
- This Is What America Looks Like!  
  Jacqueline Johnson
- WOW, Parents! (Wellness on the Web with Parents)  
  Sarah Kaja
- Edibles, seltzers, and weed, oh my!  
  Traci Toomey
- Babies, Brains, and Developmental Gains!  
  Anna Zilverstand

2:30pm – 9:00pm
- How do you engage in your health?  
  Robin Austin, Sripriya Rajamani & Paula Marquard
- What can you earn in a business opportunity?  
  Stacie Bosley
- Capital Bites  
  Michael Bronstein
- All of Us
- Kid Brain Power Study
- What is Grief?
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